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N.B.A. ROUNDUP

Sparkplug Returns To Knicks’ Lineup

By HOWARD BECK

ATLANTA — Nate Robinson was on the court again Friday night, driving, dishing, occasionally

bouncing and hooting if the mood struck. Whatever his transgressions were in December, they

faded in the light of the new year.

Benched for 14 games, Robinson reclaimed his role and his unique swagger and scored 41 points

in a 112-108 overtime victory against the Atlanta Hawks.

Robinson was electric, scoring on tough reverse layups in traffic and on pull-up 3-pointers. His

teammates were nearly as ecstatic. Half the team met him for a flying chest bump after

Robinson made a 3-pointer that gave the Knicks a 111-105 lead with 1 minute 33 seconds left in

overtime. It was their biggest lead of the night.

The Hawks missed six straight shots down the stretch before Joe Johnson made a meaningless

3-pointer in the final seconds.

Robinson, who had not played since Dec. 1 after falling out of favor with Coach Mike D’Antoni,

scored 19 of the Knicks’ last 21 points and finished 4 points shy of his career high. He went 18

for 24 from the field and finished with 8 assists, 6 rebounds and a much cheerier look.

The Knicks (13-20) played from behind for most of the night and trailed by as many as 13

points. Robinson repeatedly led them back. He ignited a 7-0 run in the fourth quarter with a

jumper and two assists, then scored their last 8 points in regulation. He scored 19 of the Knicks’

21 points during a stretch from the fourth quarter into overtime.

The Knicks needed everything that Robinson could give them, with both David Lee and Chris

Duhon struggling. Neither one played down the stretch in the fourth quarter or in overtime. Lee

finished with 11 points and 7 rebounds, going 4 for 14 from the field.

Johnson led the Hawks (21-11) with 28 points. Josh Smith (24 points) and Al Horford (22

points) also had big games, but Atlanta lost to the Knicks for the second time this season.

Robinson looked like he had never missed a day. He played the final 15 minutes of the first half,

helping the Knicks turn a 9-point deficit into a 55-54 lead by halftime. He made 6 of 8 shots and

tied Chandler for the team high in points, with 14.
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Since the moment he benched Robinson on Dec. 2, D’Antoni has said the move was not

necessarily permanent. But the more the Knicks won, the less inclined he was to alter the

rotation. The Knicks had more good moments than bad in December, going 9-6.

But that sixth loss was a killer, an embarrassing 104-95 defeat by the woebegone Nets on

Wednesday. And the Knicks’ bench had been punchless lately, particularly Larry Hughes, who

had replaced Robinson a month ago.

“The thinking is, what’s the best way to do what we need?” D’Antoni, discussing the Robinson

situation, said before the game. “We need a little bit of offense. And he can do that. But we don’t

want to lose what we have. So it’s kind of tinkering with it a little bit without going crazy.”

The Knicks were an offensive mess in the first quarter, with a flurry of turnovers and missed

shots. On his first possession, Robinson drove the lane, collapsed the defense and created an

open 3-pointer for Harrington. Moments later, he soared for a put-back layup. He closed the

period by making a 20-foot jumper and breaking up a Hawks pass as time expired.

There was more of the same in the second quarter, including a deep 3-pointer that had

Robinson hopping and hooting as he backpedaled. But he generally kept his emotions in check

all night, which bodes well for his place in the rotation.

As Robinson resurfaced, Hughes faded from view. He received his first DNP-CD (did not play-

coach’s decision) since Oct. 30. Toney Douglas also did not play, as D’Antoni kept his rotation

primarily to seven players.
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